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Lecture: Mammoth in the Artichokes
(PACIFIC GROVE, Calif.) – Imagine a 20,000 pound creature,
measuring 13 feet to its shoulders, making its way across
Lighthouse Avenue around 5 p.m. Talk about a traffic jam.

Luckily, cars and roads did not exist during the Great Ice Age
when Columbian mammoths roamed the area. The large, now
extinct, animals were once a part of the Monterey Bay region,
however, as evidenced by a 2010 find in an artichoke field in
Castroville.

Whether you’re talking about wooly, Columbian, or even the
pygmy variety, mammoths have captured the imagination of
generations of history buffs and dinosaur enthusiasts the world
over. On Saturday, August 8th, from 3-4:30 p.m. Santa Cruz
District Archaeologist for California State Parks Mark Hylkema will present a lecture on mammoths at
the Pacific Grove Museum of Natural History. Hylkema’s lecture will pay particular attention to
Columbian mammoth remains found in a Castroville artichoke field in December 2010. He’ll also discuss
current research efforts related to the Paleo Indians who put mammoths at the top of their menus.

“If the large mammoth skeleton were fully intact, we’d be campaigning to display it here at the
museum, but it’s my understanding that some of the bones are missing, because of erosion or some
other processes. I look forward to hearing Mark talk about what they’ve discovered through excavation
and analysis at the site,” said Exhibitions Curator Annie Holdren.

Admission for this event is $5 and free for Museum members. For more information on the event, visit
the Museum’s website at www.pgmuseum.org/museum-events/2015/11/7/mammoth-in-the-
artichokes.
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Photo/Rick Hanks/A black oystercatcher is
pictured tending to two eggs near the
Pacific Grove coast.

Mammoth in the Artichokes features information on
the 2010 Castroville find of Columbian mammoth
remains.


